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Abstract 
We prove that a proper map f : n/r- + N” between manifolds is a Serre fibration if it has the 
homotopy lifting property for (m ~ n)-dimensional polyhedra, where n is close to m/2. o 1997 
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0. Introduction 
To detect a homotopical sphere it is sufficient to prove connectedness of the considered 
manifold up to the middle dimension. In this paper we demonstrate the analog of this 
phenomenon in the detection of Serre fibrations of manifolds. Our main theorem states. 
Theorem 1. Let f : M” + N” be a proper Serre k-jibration of manifolds without 
boundary such that m - n 6 k. Then f is a SerreJibration ifm = 2k + 1 or m = 2k + 2 
and f has no singular points. 
Definition 2. A continuous mapping satisfying the covering homotopy axiom for poly- 
hedra of dimension at most k is said to be a Serre k-jibration, or k-jibration. 
Definition 3. If a point z E X is isolated in the fibre f-‘(f(x)), then the point z is 
called singular. 
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The following example shows the sharpeness of the conditions of Theorem 1. Consider 
the Hopf fibration h : S3 + S2. Then suspension Ch maps S4 to S3 and is not a 2- 
fibration. That Ch is a 1-fibration follows from [7]. Clearly, this suspension has two 
singular points. 
For manifolds with boundary, one has an analogous theorem with more strict restric- 
tions on dimension. 
Theorem 4. Let f : M” + N” be a proper Serre k-jibration of manifolds with boundary 
such that m - n < k. Then f is a SerreJibration if m < 2k + 2. 
The proof of the above theorems are based on the following more exact theorem 
announced in [7]. 
Theorem 5. rf f : M” 4 N” is a homotopically r-regular (r 3 0) mapping of mani- 
folds, then f is infinitely regular at a point x E Int M, if one of the following conditions 
is satisfied: 
(1) m < 277 + 2 and m - n < r, 
(2) m = 2r + 3, n > r + 2 and f is an approximate (r + l)-fibration, 
(3) m = 2r + 3, n = r + 2, f(x) E Int N and f is an approximate (r + l)-jibration, 
(4)m=2r+4, n>r+3andf isan(r+l)-jbration, 
(5) m = 2r+4, n = r+3, x is not singular f(x) E Int N and f is an (r+ l)-jibration. 
All spaces considered are separable metric, all mappings are continuous. 
Definition 6. A lzft of a map g : 2 4 Y relative to f : X --+ Y is a map 9: 2 + X 
such that f o S = g. A map f : X + Y is (locally) soft relative to a pair (A, B) (B is a 
space, and A is its subspace) if for any map cp :B --+ Y and its partial lift II, : A + X 
there exists a lift (p (over some neighborhood of A) which extends $. A map is called 
(locally) n-soft if it is (locally) soft relative to every pair (A, B) with B a paracompact 
space of dimension dim B < n and A a closed subspace of B. 
By I we denote the unit interval [0, 11, while Sk and B” denote the k-dimensional 
sphere and closed ball respectively. The Hilbert cube ny [0, l] with usual metric is 
denoted by I”. 
Definition 7. A map f : X + Y is said to be approximately (A, B)-soft if for every 
mapping cp : B -+ Y and for each of its partial lifts $ : A -+ X there exists a sequence 
of maps (pi : B + X such that (pi 1~ = $J and the sequence f o @ uniformly converges 
to ‘p. A map f is called an approximate n-jibration if it is approximately soft relative to 
every pair (P x I, P x 0), where P is an n-polyhedron. 
We shall consider the singular homology (denoted by Hk) and Tech homology with 
compact supports (denoted by fik). Let T,,, : Hk + fi,+ be a natural transformation 
between two homology theories. Coefficients will be usually the integers Z, in which 
case they will be omitted from notation. 
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Definition 8. A mapping f : X + Y is said to be homotopically (respectively homolog- 
ically) n-regular at a point n: E X if for every open U 3 x there exist open V 3 x 
and open W 3 f(x) such that every mapping g : S” --) V n f-’ (y) (respectively ev- 
ery cycle z E fi,(V n f-‘(y))), where y E W and 0 6 k < n, is homotopic to the 
constant map (respectively homologous to zero) in U n f-‘(y). For the brevity we call 
a homotopically n-regular map h-n-regular and a homologically n-regular map H-n- 
regular. 
Now homotopically (respectively homologically) n-regular mapping can be defined as 
a mapping which is homotopically (respectively homologically) n-regular at every point 
of its domain. 
It follows from the finite-dimensional selection theorem of Michael [3] that a mapping 
of finite-dimensional manifolds is h-n-regular if and only if it is locally (n + 1)-soft. 
1. Proofs of the theorems 
The arguments of Theorem 2.4 from [2] allow us to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 9. Suppose that f : M + N is a homotopically r-regular mapping ofjnite-di- 
mensional manifolds and dim f -’ (y) < r or every pointy E N. Then f is homotopically f 
injinitely regular 
Definition 10. A subset A of metric space X is said to be k-negligible if for every 
mapping f : Ik’ 4 X there exists a mapping f’ : I” -+ X which is arbitrarily close to f 
and such that f (Ik) n f’(I”) = 0. 
Since the mapping f is h-r-regular and every point y E N is (n - 1)-negligible in the 
manifold N, every fibre f-‘(y) is min{n - 1, T + 1}-negligible in the manifold M [6]. 
Thereforedimf-‘(y)<m-1-min{n-1~r+1}. 
Proof of Theorem 5(l). It follows from inequalities (1) that dim f-‘(y) < T for every 
point y E Y. Then by Lemma 1 the mapping f is kc-regular at every point x E 
IntiZ1. 0 
Definition 11. For a compact K a cycle z E $In(K) IS called inessential if z is homol- 
ogous to zero on each of its support. In the converse case a cycle z is called essential. 
A spheroid is called homotopically inessential if it is contractible in its image. 
Proposition 12. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 5 and one of the conditions 
(2)-(5) are satisfied. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of the point x such that 
every cycle z E IIT+ (II n f-‘(y)) is inessential. 
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Proof of Theorem 5(2)-(5). Let us deduce our Theorem 5 from Proposition 12. 
If T = 0, then every fibre f-‘(Y) is locally connected. By Proposition 12 every cycle 
2 E HIV n f-‘(y)) is inessential. Therefore every mapping g : S’ ---f U f~ f-‘(y) is 
homotopically inessential (i.e., is contractible in the range g(S’)). Hence flu is homo- 
topically 1 -regular. 
If T 2 1 then by Proposition 12 the mapping f]r_~ is homologically (r + I)-regular. 
Using arguments of Lemma 2.7 from [2] one can prove that a mapping f : A4 -+ N 
of finite-dimensional manifolds is /z-(r + I)-regular over an open set U c M if flu is 
h-r-regular and H-(r + 1)-regular. 
Since flu is h-(r + I)-regular, the set f-‘(y) n U is min(n - I, T + 2}-negligible in 
the manifold M [6, Corollary 21. We have min{n - 1, T + 2) 3 T + 1 in cases (2) and 
(3), and min{n - 1, T + 2) = 7- + 2 in cases (4) and (5). Therefore dim(f-‘(y) n U) < 
m-l-min{n-1,r+2}=r+l. 
Consequently the mapping f (u : U + N is h-(r + 1)-regular and dimension of its 
fibers is less than or equal to T + 1. By Lemma 9 the mapping flu is homotopically 
cc-regular. 0 
Proof of Proposition 12. Let us prove Proposition 12 independently for the cases (2)- 
(5). In every case we find a neighborhood U of the point 11: such that U 2 IR” and 
f(D) # N. 
Assuming the converse we construct a rational cycle Z, which is not homologous to 
zero on its support K c U, and then we construct a spheroid cp : Sr+l ---$ M\ f- ’ (f(K)) 
such that cp is linked with z whereas the spheroid f o’p : ST+’ -+ N is contractible missing 
f(K)* 
Fix a point 4 E N \ f(u). Let h, : ,!T+l + N \ f(K) be a homotopy that contracts 
the map f o cp to the point q. Let hi : ST+* + M be a lift (approximate lift in cases (2) 
and_(3)) of the homotopy ht such that ho = cp, the homotopy f o ht avoid f(K), and 
foh,:S ‘+’ + N \ f(u). Then the homotopy h avoid the set K and Ki (S’+‘) nu = 8. 
We have (zi*(Sr+‘), Z) = {ip,(S+‘), Z) # 0. Since %i(S’+‘) n?? = 8 and the cycle 
z is homologous to zero in U E IRim, then (hi,(S’+‘), ,z) = 0. This contradiction proves 
Proposition 12. 
It remains to construct a neighborhood U of the point 2, a cycle z, and a spheroid cp 
in each of the cases (2)-(5). 
Case (2). Let U be an open neighborhood of the point z such that U g R” and 
f(T) # N. 
Suppose that there exist a point y E N and essential cycle z’ E fir+, (U n f-l (y)) 
which is not homologous to zero on its support K. Since dim f-’ (y) < T + 1, then Z’ is 
of infinite order. Then the coefficient homomorphism takes z’ to a cycle 
z E fir+, (un f-‘(Y); Q>. 
There is a cycle ZI E HT+i (U \ K) which is linked with z [ 1, Chapter 31. Since the 
fibre f-‘(y) is (T + l)-negligible, we may assume that ‘u E HT+i (U \ f-‘(y)) and that 
there exists an (T + 2)-chain u c W such that Au = 21 and the (r + l)-skeleton ~(‘~‘1 
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does not intersect f-’ (y). Then there is a simplex u E u such that & is linked with Z. 
Take a mapping cp : ST+’ + U \ f-‘(y) such that cp,(S’+‘) = Au. 
Clearly, ‘p is linked with Z. Since dim N > T + 3, the spheroid f 0 cp : Sr+’ + N is 
contractible missing the point y = f(K). So, the neighborhood U, the cycle Z, and the 
spheroid cp are as desired. 
Case (3). Let us show that the point x is not singular. Take an open neighborhood 
V E iIF of the point y’ = f(x). Take a sequence of maps {gi : S’l” -+ V \ { y’}}g , 
such that lim,,, gi (S,T+’ ) = {y’} and gi is not homotopic to a constant map in V \ { y'}. 
Since f is locally (T + 1)-soft, there exists a sequence of lifts {& : SI+’ + hl}+~ 
such that lim z_D= &(,S’l+‘) = {x}. Note that iji is not homotopic to a constant map 
in f-‘(V) \ f-‘(y’). Therefore the component of the point 5 in the fibre f-‘(y’) is 
nontrivial. Fix a point Z’ # z in this component. 
Since f is homotopically O-regular, there exist open neighborhoods Ox and Ox’ of 
the points x and x’ such that any pair of points p E Ox, p’ E Ox’ lying in some fibre 
of the map f may be connected by a path in this fibre. Take the neighborhoods U c Ox 
and U’ c Ox’ of the points z and x’, which are homeomorphic to EP, and such that 
f(U) c .fV) # N. 
Suppose that there exist a point y E N and an essential cycle Z’ E ii,+’ (U f’ f-’ (y)) 
which is not homologous to zero on its support K. Ar uing as in Case (2), we obtain 
a cycle z E fiT+‘(U f’ f-‘(y);Q), linked with a cy le u E H,+‘(U \ K), and an B 
(r + 2)-chain u c U such that Au = u and the (r + I)-skeleton u(~+‘) does not 
intersect f-‘(y). Taking small triangulations of the chain U, we can find a sequence 
of simplexes {~i},oO=’ C U that converges to the point x0 E U n f-‘(y) and such 
that the boundaries nai E ~IL(‘+‘) are linked with Z. Fix a point s E ST+‘. Consider 
the mappings pi : Sr+’ -+ U \ f-‘(y) such that cp”;(S’+‘) = nai and the sequence 
{y”(S’+‘)} converges to the point x0. Then f o @(ST+‘) ++oo y. Take a point xb E 
U’ n f-‘(y). Since f is locally (T + 1)-soft, then for sufficiently large i there exist 
mappings $+ : ST+’ -+ M such that lim. 2iX 4i(S’+‘) = x6 and f o $ = f o cpi. Fix a 
number j such that @(S’+‘) c U’. Clearly, the cycle $~(,Y+‘) does not link with Z. 
Consider a mapping n of the unit sphere So+’ c IRn+2 that takes every parallel, having 
(n + 2)th coordinate less than or equal to 4, to a point. Then n(Si+‘) is homeomorphic 
to s;+’ u J u S;+‘, where .J is an arc which intersect spheres Sr+’ and Si+’ in the 
points sl and s2 respectively. Consider a mapping < : n(Si”) + M such that 
(1) <Is;+, = $I~ oai, where (Y: (S~+‘~s’) -+ (,Y+‘,s) is a homeomorphism, 
(2) the path E(J) lies in a fibre of the map f, 
(3) <Is;+, = $ o /?, where the homeomorphism p : (Si+’ , ~2) --t (S’+’ , s) is chosen 
so that the map f o < o n : SOT+’ + N is homotopically inessential. 
Let us put p = < o 7. Clearly, the cycle cp* E H,+‘(M \ f-‘(y)) is linked with Z. 
Case (4). Let U and W be open neighborhoods of the point x such that f(W) # N, 
U c W, and U EZ IF!?. Suppose that there exists a point y E N and an essential cycle 
Z” E ar+, (U n f-‘(y)) not homological to zero on its support K’. Then the cycle Z” 
is not homologous to zero also in some neighborhood OK’ of the compact K’ in the 
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fibre f-‘(y) n U. As the fibre f-‘(y) is locally connected up to dimension T, there 
exists a finite polyhedron P of the dimension r + 1, a map g : P 4 OK’ and a cycle 
Z’ E l&+‘(P) such that T,,, o g*(i) = 2’. 
Fix a sequence of distinct points {yi},e”_, in Int N \ (1~) that converges to the point 
y. Since n > 2, one can define a mapping 0: I x I + N such that ti(I x (0)) = y, 
e(I x {l/i}) = yi for any i E RI, and 0(x, t) = 19(x’, t’) iff t = t’ = 0 or t = t’ = l/i for 
some i E N. Since f is an (r + 1)-fibration, then for any X E I there exists a homotopy 
@:PxI-+Mofthemapg:P -+ M such that f o @(P x {t}) = 13(x, t). For every 
X E I take a number Z(X) E N so that @(P x [0,1/l(X)]) c U. Then there exists Ic E N 
such that the set & = {A E 1 ( i(x) < k} is uncountable. Let 02 be the map of P to 
f-‘(yk) such that @i(p) = @(p, l/k). 
Fix v > 0 so that y $ G(yk, 2~) and denote by G the closure of the set G(yk, v). 
The space of continuous mappings of polyhedron P to the compact f-’ (yk) n ?? is 
separable. Then one can take two mappings 0; and 0;’ from the uncountable family 
{O,” 1 X E &} so that there exists a homotopy N: P x I + W n f-‘(G) such that 
~(p, 0) = 02 and 2c(p, 1) = 0;‘. 
Let the map y : P x S’ 4 M be given by 
0’” (p, 3a/2nlc), if 0 < a < 2~13, 
Y(P> o) = 
{ 
H(P, 3o/2~ - 11, if 2~13 < cy < 4~13, 
Ox’ (p, 3( 1 - a/27r)/lc), if 47r/3 < ck < 27r, 
where S’ is the unit circle in the plane, parameterized by the polar angle Q. Since 
dim P = T + 1, the cycle Z’ E HT+’ (P) is of infinite order. Then the cycle z’ 8 1 E 
H,+z(P x 5”) also has infinite order. Let us denote K = y(P x S’). Consider the 
cycle z E fir+;?(K; Q)-the image of Z’ @ 1 under the superposition of the coefficient 
homomorphism H,+z(P x S’) + HT+2 (P x S’ ; Q) and the homomorphism y* . There 
exist a point ICO E y(P x (0)) and a sequence of spheroids cpi : Sr+’ + U \ f-’ (f(K)) 
converging to 20 and linked with the cycle Z. Let us take a number j so large that the 
spheroid f o(pj : ST+’ + N is contractible to a point missing G. Since the set f(K) \G is 
one-dimensional (it lies in the union e(ta, I) U O(tl, I)) and hence it is (r +2)-negligible 
in N, we may assume that the contraction of the spheroid f o (pj does not touch f(K). 
Consequently, put cp = ‘pi. 
Case (5). Fix a point Z’ # x in the connected component of the point x in the fibre 
f-‘(f(x)). Take neighborhoods W E Ox and IV’ E Ox’ of the points x and x’ (as in 
Case (3)), which are homeomorphic to Rm, and such that f(W) c f(W) # N. Let U 
be an open neighborhood of x such that U c W and U g RF. 
Suppose that there exist a point y E N and an essential cycle Z’ E fir+’ (U n f-’ (y)). 
Analogously to Case (4) we may construct a mapping y : P x S’ + W, a cycle z E 
fiT+2(K;Q) and a sequence of spheroids ‘pi : ST+’ + U \ f-‘(f(K)), where K = 
y(P x S’), such that every spheroid ‘pi is linked with the cycle z and the sequence 
$(S’+‘) converges to a point x0 E y(P x (0)). 
Take a point zb E W’nf-1 (y). Since f is locally (T+ I)-soft, then for sufficiently large 
i there exist spheroids @ : ST+’ + M such that limi,, @(S’+’ ) = XL and f o rji = 
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f o cpi. Fix a number j such that $3 (ST+‘) c W’. Clearly, the cycle $.J~(S’+‘) does not 
link with z. Using spheroids 4” and ‘pJ we can construct a spheroid cp : ST+’ + M (as in 
Case (3)) such that the cycle cp* (LPI) is linked with z and the cycle f o 9 : ST+’ ---f N 
is homotopically inessential. 
Consequently, we have the desired neighborhood U, cycle z and spheroid cp. This 
completes the proof of Case (5). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. For mappings of manifolds k-fiberedness implies homotopical 
(k - I)-regularity [5]. Then Theorem 5(2)-(5) (where T = k - 1) imply homotopical 
m-regularity of the mapping f. Since every closed n-regular mapping of complete metric 
spaces is an n-fibration [4], f is a Serre fibration. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since a k-fibration of manifolds is (k - 1)-regular [5], Theo- 
rem 5(l), (2) and (4) (where T = k - 1) imply homotopical cc-regularity of the mapping 
f. Since every closed ?L-regular mapping of complete metric spaces is an n-fibration [4], 
f is a Serre fibration. 
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